Magnetic exchange interactions in B-, Si-, and As-doped Fe₂P from first-principles theory
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Di-iron phosphide (Fe₂P) is a prototype compound for a set of magnetocaloric materials. Although the magnetic ordering temperature (Tc = 215 K) of the stoichiometric composition is too low for room-temperature magnetic refrigeration, the partial replacement of P with B, Si, or As elements results in a steep increase in the magnetic ordering temperature. Doping leads to different equilibrium volumes and hexagonal axial ratios (c/a) within the same crystallographic phase over a wide concentration range. Here, using first principles theory, we decompose the change in the total magnetic exchange interaction upon doping into chemical and structural contributions, the latter including the c/a-ratio and volume effects. We demonstrate that for the investigated alloys the structural effect can be ascribed mainly to the decrease in the c/a ratio that strengthens the magnetic exchange interactions between the two Fe sublattices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Di-iron phosphide (Fe₂P) is a prototype compound for a family of promising magnetocaloric materials, 1–6 obtained by partial substitution of Fe and P. Fe₂P shows a sharp first-order-type transition from a paramagnetic (PM) to a ferromagnetic (FM) state around 215 K. 7,8 Magnetic and crystallographic properties of alloys obtained by substitution on the Fe site have been discussed from experimental 9–13 and theoretical points of view. 14 They show either ferromagnetism with a slightly increased Curie temperature 9–11 or antiferromagnetism. 9,12,13 The partial replacement of P by B 15, Si 16 or As 17 manifests into a steep increase of the magnetic transition temperature (see Fig. 1 after Refs. 15–17). About 8 at% of B doping results in a doubled magnetic transition temperature. The effect of Si is also significant: 10 at% Si addition leads to a 60% increase in Tc upon 10 at% Si doping, which is much lower than the experimental finding. This result indicates that a model that takes into account only the composition change is not adequate to describe the composition dependence of the Curie temperature of Fe₂P-based systems. A strong relation between the magnetic behavior and the structure was observed recently for Mn-related Pnma compounds. 28 It was reported that the magnetic ground state strongly depends on the intralayer Mn-Mn separation.

The above experimental and theoretical findings motivated us to investigate the effect of chemical and structural changes in Fe₂P₁−ₓTₓ (x < 15% for B, x ≤ 25% for Si, and x ≤ 65% for As) alloys. We study the magnetic properties of pure and doped systems by monitoring the magnetic exchange interactions (Jij) as a function of volume, hexagonal axial ratio (c/a), and doping elements. We show that besides the obvious chemical effect, the structural effect turns out to be crucial when tracing the compositional changes in the magnetic properties. We find that, to a very good approximation, the structural effect may be represented by the change in the c/a ratio.

The article is organized as follows: Section II gives a short description of the crystal structure, the applied ab initio method, and the numerical details. The results are presented and discussed in Secs. III and IV, respectively. Section V contains the main conclusions.

II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND NUMERICAL DETAILS

The Fe₂P₁−ₓTₓ (x < 15% for B, x ≤ 25% for Si, and x ≤ 65% for As) alloys crystallize in a hexagonal crystal structure
TABLE I. Experimental volume (V) and c/a ratio for Fe$_2$P$^{29,30}$ and Fe$_2$P$_1-x$T$_x$ (T = B, Si, As)$^{15-17}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>V (Å$^3$)</th>
<th>c/a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe$_2$P</td>
<td>103.10</td>
<td>0.589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$<em>2$P$</em>{0.92}$B$_{0.08}$</td>
<td>102.14</td>
<td>0.570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$<em>2$P$</em>{0.9}$Si$_{0.1}$</td>
<td>103.92</td>
<td>0.578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$<em>2$P$</em>{0.9}$As$_{0.1}$</td>
<td>104.63</td>
<td>0.580</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(space group $P62m$)$^{29,30}$ with six Fe atoms and three P atoms per unit cell. There are two inequivalent Fe and P sites. The Fe-I 3$f$ (tetrahedral) and the Fe-II 3$g$ (pyramidal) sites are triple degenerate, the P-I 2$c$ site is double degenerate, and the P-II 1$b$ site is nondegenerate. The effect of doping is experimentally known to manifest in a volume (V) and c/a-ratio change within the hexagonal crystallographic phase (see Table I). Doping beyond the above specified limits leads to crystallographic phase transition/ separation (indicated as dashed lines in Fig. 1).

The two internal parameters for Fe$_2$P in the $P62m$ space group are $x_1 = 0.25683$ for the Fe-I sublattice and $x_2 = 0.59461$ for the Fe-II sublattice.$^{29}$ There is no experimental information about how the two internal parameters change with B and Si doping. We performed a test to assess the impact of the internal parameters on the calculated properties. To this end, we used the internal parameters measured for FeMnP$_{0.5}$Si$_{0.5}$.$^{31}$ and calculated the exchange interactions ($J_{ij}$) of Fe$_2$P at its own experimental structure (using the volume and c/a ratio listed in Table I). The obtained effect is less than 1% on the $J_{ij}$'s of Fe$_2$P. Due to the two inequivalent P sites, a preferential site occupancy for B and As was found experimentally.$^{15,17}$ In the case of Si, site preference was shown so far only by the theoretical calculations.$^{27,23}$ The difference between $J_{ij}$'s calculated for the uniformly and preferentially doped Fe$_2$P$_{1-x}$T$_x$ at the corresponding experimental structures is about 1%. Therefore, results presented in Sec. III were obtained for uniformly doped P sites and for internal parameters fixed to those measured for Fe$_2$P.

The exchange interactions, $J_{ij}$ ($i$ and $j$ denoting Fe positions), were calculated within the magnetic force theorem:$^{33}$

$$J_{ij} = \frac{1}{4\pi} \text{Im} \int_{-\infty}^{E_F} dE \text{Tr} \left( \Delta_i T_{ij,\uparrow} \Delta_j T_{ji,\downarrow} \right),$$

where $\Delta_i = \langle \mathbf{T}_{i,\uparrow}^\prime - \mathbf{T}_{i,\downarrow}^\prime \rangle$ and $\mathbf{T}_{i,s}$ and $T_{ij,s}$ ($s = \uparrow, \downarrow$) are the spin-projected single-site scattering matrices and matrices of the scattering path operator, respectively. Note that the trace was taken in angular momentum space, $L = (\ell,m)$, and we omitted labeling explicitly the energy dependence of the occurring scattering matrices. The scattering matrices in turn were obtained using the exact muffin-tin orbital (EMTO) method.$^{34-37}$ The EMTO theory formulates an efficient way to solve the Kohn-Sham equation.$^{38}$ A full description of the EMTO theory and the corresponding method may be found in Refs. 34–37. Within this approach the compositional disorder was treated using the coherent potential approximation.$^{39,40}$

The one-electron equations were solved within the scalar-relativistic and soft-core approximations. The Green’s function was calculated for 20 complex energy points distributed exponentially on an ellipsoidal contour including states within 1.5 Ry below the Fermi level. In the basis set $s$, $p$, and $d$ orbitals were included, and in the one-center expansion of the full charge density a cutoff of $\ell_{\text{max}} = 10$ was used. The electrostatic correction to the single-site coherent-potential approximation was described using the screened impurity model$^{41}$ with a screening parameter of 0.902. The Fe 3$d$ and 4$s$ and the B, As, P, and Si 2$4/3$s and 2$4/3$p electrons were treated as valence electrons, respectively. To obtain the accuracy needed for the calculations a $21 \times 21 \times 27$ $k$-point mesh was used within the Monkhorst-Pack scheme. The self-consistent EMTO calculations were performed within the local spin density approximation,$^{42}$ which gave a good description of the magnetic properties of Fe$_2$P.$^{22,23,26,43}$

### III. Results

The crystal structure as discussed above implies that the exchange couplings for the pairs of Fe atoms can be cast into six groups. In what follows, Fe atoms in the 3$f$ and 3$g$ positions are labeled 1–3 and 4–6, respectively. The following exchange coupling parameters are identical due to symmetry relations:

$$J_{11} = J_{22} = J_{33} = J_{11},$$
$$J_{12} = J_{13} = J_{23} = J_{12},$$
$$J_{14} = J_{25} = J_{36} = J_{14},$$

FIG. 1. Experimental Curie temperature ($T_C$) of Fe$_2$P$_{1-x}$T$_x$ (T = B, Si, As) as a function of the atomic percentage of dopant element.$^{15-17}$ Circles represent B; squares, Si; and triangles, As. Dashed lines indicate a crystallographic phase transition for Fe$_2$P$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ and phase separation for Fe$_2$P$_{1-x}$B$_x$. 
FIG. 2. Calculated Fe-Fe exchange interactions for Fe 2Pa as a function of distance (in Å). The interactions $J_{ij}$ are sorted into symmetry-related groups as explained in the text.

$$J_{15} = J_{16} = J_{26} = J_{34} = J_{35} \equiv J_{15},$$

$$J_{44} = J_{55} \equiv J_{44},$$

$$J_{45} = J_{46} = J_{56} \equiv J_{45},$$

where we label the interactions for the groups $J_{ij}$. Note that, by definition, $J_{ij} = J_{ji}$.

A. Magnetic interactions of Fe$_2$P

The magnetic interactions of Fe$_2$P are calculated using the experimental structure parameters (see Table I). The characteristic behavior of the magnetic interactions as a function of the distance is presented in Fig. 2. Note the oscillatory behavior, which falls off with the distance. The strongest interactions turn out to be between the different nearest neighbor Fe-II atoms in the 3g position: $J_{45}$. The next strongest interactions are between Fe-I and Fe-II atoms in the $3f$-3g position, e.g., $J_{14}, J_{15}$. In addition, we note that the $J_{11}$ nearest neighbor interactions are actually negative, even though Fe$_2$P is a FM material. However, these interactions are very weak. In addition, the nearest neighbor $J_{44}$ interactions are almost 0. Overall, the exchange interactions shown in Fig. 2 are by far the largest for the first few atomic shells, as is typical for metallic, itinerant magnets.

B. Structural effects on the magnetic interactions of Fe$_2$P

To demonstrate the volume and $c/a$-ratio effect on the individual exchange interactions, we sum up these interactions related to all of the previously introduced classes within a distance of $2a$ (11.735 Å). This involves summing the interaction over 88 shells around each Fe atom. The accumulated interactions include long-range effects and are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 for Fe$_2$P as a function of volume and $c/a$ ratio, respectively.

From Figs. 3 and 4, it is obvious that the $J_{ij}$'s corresponding to groups of Fe-Fe pairs of different symmetry show different (increasing or decreasing) trends as a function of $V$ and $c/a$.
The quantity of the total magnetic exchange interaction (conclusion to a more quantitative level, we introduce the line), and Fe2P0 magnetic interactions of Fe2P and the manifested structural ratio. On the other hand, two (E. K. DELCZEG-CZIRJAK et al. Figs. 3 and 4 thus can be used as a simple representation findings, namely, that pressure leads to a decrease in the indicating stronger magnetovolume effects for the parent Fe2P ratios, shown in Fig. 5, can be summarized as follows: with increase in the volume the Jtot increases. It is important to point out that Jtot follows the behavior of the leading terms in Figs. 3 and 4 and thus can be used as a simple representation of the main magnetic interactions.

The above volume effect is in line with the experimental findings, namely, that pressure leads to a decrease in the Tc of Fe2P. Figure 5 reveals the strong dependence of the exchange coupling parameter with higher c/a ratios, indicating stronger magnetovolume effects for the parent Fe2P composition.

C. Chemical and structural contributions to exchange interactions in Fe2P1−xTx

In the following, we investigate the chemical effect on the magnetic interactions of Fe2P and the manifested structural effects for three Fe2P-based alloys: Fe2P0.92B0.08, Fe2P0.9Si0.1, and Fe2P0.9As0.1. For the sake of simplicity, in this investigation we focus on Jtot as an average measure of the leading magnetic interactions. However, we point out that the following conclusions remain valid also if performed on individual (leading) interactions.

To avoid the superimposition of different contributions (chemical and structural), the chemical effect of doping elements is investigated within the Fe2P experimental structure. That is, we perform additional calculations for doped systems using the experimental crystal structure of Fe2P. The structural contribution is calculated at a fixed composition by changing the c/a ratio and V according to the experimental changes. Results are listed in Table II.

First, we consider the chemical effects and compare them with the total changes in Jtot. We find that B has the largest chemical effect (33% relative to the total change in Jtot), and this change is positive, i.e., it strengthens the magnetic interactions. For Si and As the chemical effects are found to be minor, 3% and −2%, respectively.

We note that the experimental c/a ratio decreases relative to that of the Fe2P for all three alloys (see Tables I and II). It is found that Jtot increases for all alloys as a result of the alloying-induced c/a-ratio decrease, in accordance with the trend obtained for Fe2P. The c/a-ratio effect represents 88% (64%, 42%) of the total ΔJtot for the B (Si, As)-doped system.

The experimental volume increases relative to that of the Fe2P for Fe2P0.9Si0.1 and Fe2P0.9As0.1, leading to an increased total magnetic exchange interaction according to the trend obtained for Fe2P. In the case of B-doped Fe2P, the decreased volume leads to a decreased Jtot. The magnitude of the volume change is almost equal, but with opposite sign, for Fe2P0.92B0.08 and Fe2P0.9Si0.1, which is reflected in the Jtot change. As expected, the volume effect is more accentuated in the case of the As-doped system, for which the c/a ratio is higher than that of the other doped systems. The total structural effect is about 66% (97%, 100%) of the total effect for Fe2P0.92B0.08 (Fe2P0.9Si0.1, Fe2P0.9As0.1).

Summing up the different contributions, we find that the total change in Jtot is also in line with the experimental findings: B has almost twice as large an effect on the Curie temperature than Si, and As has the smallest effect. However, we should also point out that ΔJtot, upon doping with B (Si, As), represents just an 18% (11%, 7%) increase (relative to Fe2P), which is much smaller than the experimental change in Tc. The reason for this discrepancy is presently unknown, but it seems to suggest that the present magnetic interactions cannot be used as a direct measure of the magnetic ordering temperature in

![FIG. 5. Jtot of Fe2P as a function of volume at different c/a ratios. The c/a ratios correspond to values found experimentally for Fe2P (solid line), Fe2P0.92B0.08 (dashed line), Fe2P0.9Si0.1 (dashed-dotted line), and Fe2P0.9As0.1 (dotted line).](image-url)

**TABLE II. Change in the experimental structural parameters (V and c/a ratio, in %) upon doping relative to those of Fe2P and the theoretical change in Jtot (ΔJtot, mRy) for B-, Si-, and As-doped Fe2P.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Δc/a (%)</th>
<th>ΔV (%)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Structural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe2P0.92B0.08</td>
<td>−3.37</td>
<td>−0.93</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>4.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe2P0.9Si0.1</td>
<td>−1.92</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe2P0.9As0.1</td>
<td>−1.60</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIG. 6. Total density of states (tDOS) around the Fermi level ($E_F$) of Fe$_2$P at different $c/a$ ratios, which correspond to the experimental $c/a$-ratio value of Fe$_2$P (solid line), Fe$_2$P$_{0.92}$B$_{0.08}$ (dashed line), and Fe$_2$P$_{0.9}$Si$_{0.1}$ (dashed-dotted line). The solid vertical line corresponds to the $E_F$ of Fe$_2$P. The dashed and dashed-dotted vertical lines correspond to the estimated Fermi level of Fe$_2$P$_{0.92}$B$_{0.08}$ and Fe$_2$P$_{0.9}$Si$_{0.1}$, respectively, using the rigid band model. Inset: tDOS around the $E_F$ of Fe$_2$P (solid line), Fe$_2$P$_{0.92}$B$_{0.08}$ (dashed line), and Fe$_2$P$_{0.9}$Si$_{0.1}$ (dashed-dotted line), respectively, calculated at a fixed (0.589) $c/a$ ratio.

Fe$_2$P-based compounds and that other complications in the electronic structure or magnetic interactions come into play.

IV. DISCUSSION

For Fe$_2$P, $J_{15}$ values are positive and large (~1.5 mRy), indicating a strong FM coupling among the Fe-II atoms. However, the exchange interactions between the Fe-I atoms were found to be much smaller (Fig. 2), reflecting their low tendency to order magnetically.

Using the Landau phenomenological theory, Yamada and Terao proposed that the Fe-I sublattice shows a metamagnetic behavior in Fe$_2$P. One consequence of this effect is that in the FM phase, nonzero moments appear in the Fe-I as a result of the exchange field created by the Fe-II atoms. This is indeed reflected by the intermediate positive $J_{14}$ and $J_{15}$ interactions between the Fe-I and the Fe-II sublattices shown in the present study. The other consequence is that, near the magnetic transition and in the PM phase, when the exchange field created by the Fe-II atoms vanishes, the magnetic moments in the Fe-I atoms disappear. This is seen in the previous disordered local magnetic moment calculations used to model the PM phase of Fe$_2$P$_{0.92}$B$_{0.08}$ and Fe$_2$P$_{1-x}$Si$_x$.

Analyzing the change in the exchange coupling parameters attributed to the altered composition, lattice volume, and $c/a$ ratio, respectively, we find that the more robust Fe-II–Fe-II interactions are less affected by these factors than the interlayer (Fe-I–Fe-II) interactions. These findings suggest that the large effect on the $T_C$ of doping is connected to how the change in the metamagnetic behavior of the Fe-I site affects the interlayer interactions.

The total change in $J_{15}$ (4.55, 2.67, and 1.96 mRy for Fe$_2$P$_{0.92}$B$_{0.08}$, Fe$_2$P$_{0.9}$Si$_{0.1}$, and Fe$_2$P$_{0.9}$As$_{0.1}$, respectively) makes the largest contribution (67%, 62%, and 71%, respectively) to the total $\Delta J_{15}$. The 98%, 78%, and 65% of the total change in $J_{15}$ coming from the $c/a$-ratio effect (4.44, 2.07, and 1.27 mRy) for Fe$_2$P$_{0.92}$B$_{0.08}$, Fe$_2$P$_{0.9}$Si$_{0.1}$, and Fe$_2$P$_{0.9}$As$_{0.1}$, respectively. That is, $\Delta J_{15}$ due to the $c/a$-ratio effect represents 66%, 49%, and 47% of the total $\Delta J_{15}$ for Fe$_2$P$_{0.92}$B$_{0.08}$, Fe$_2$P$_{0.9}$Si$_{0.1}$, and Fe$_2$P$_{0.9}$As$_{0.1}$, respectively. For Fe$_2$P$_{0.9}$As$_{0.1}$ the effect of the volume change is comparable to the $c/a$-ratio effect on the $J_{15}$ and strengthens the interlayer $J_{15}$ interactions.

In order to understand the alloying effect on the structural changes we investigate the density of states (DOS) of Fe$_2$P. Figure 6 shows the total DOS (tDOS) of Fe$_2$P at different $c/a$ ratios. We find that the $c/a$ ratio has no significant effect on the tDOS at the Fermi level. Within the rigid band model, the Fermi level of the B- and Si-doped systems is shifted toward lower energies as a result of electron removal. The tDOS of Fe$_2$P$_{0.92}$B$_{0.08}$ and Fe$_2$P$_{0.9}$Si$_{0.1}$, at their estimated Fermi levels (dashed and dashed-dotted vertical lines in Fig. 6) is increased relative to the tDOS of Fe$_2$P. Indeed, the chemical effect of B and Si at a fixed structure of Fe$_2$P increases the tDOS at the Fermi level (shown in the inset in Fig. 6). On the other hand, in B- and Si-doped systems, the tDOS turns out to be very sensitive to the $c/a$ ratio. Namely, for lower $c/a$ ratios the tDOS is smaller at the estimated $E_F$, i.e., the kinetic energy favors a lower $c/a$ ratio for B- and Si-doped systems. This scenario explains the large $c/a$-ratio drop observed upon doping Fe$_2$P with B and Si.

V. CONCLUSION

Using density functional theory formulated within the EMTO method, we have shown that the $c/a$-ratio and volume effects on the leading exchange interactions in alloyed Fe$_2$P systems obey a general trend: upon increasing the $c/a$ ratio or decreasing the volume, the total magnetic exchange interaction decreases. The largest contribution to the change of the total magnetic exchange interaction is due to the $c/a$-ratio effect on the interlayer (namely, $J_{15}$) magnetic interaction.

The decrease in the $c/a$ ratio has an electronic structure origin and leads to an approach of the Fe-I and Fe-II sublattices, which has a key role in the strengthening of $J_{15}$ with alloying. Other interactions are less affected by alloying. Our findings suggest that doping the P sublattice with elements with fewer valence electrons induce a $c/a$-ratio decrease which finally manifests in a $T_C$ increase. This is an important result in searching for new alloying elements which are used to tune $T_C$. In the present study we show that the structural
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